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The so-called Hölting Method has been elaborated in

the nineties by the Geological Surveys of the German

Federal States (Bundesländer) and was published in

1995 (HÖLTING et. al., 1995). It is a point count system

that uses a combined approach considering the entire

unsaturated zone. Since its development the method

has been modified (WILDER, SCHÖBEL, 2006). At present

this method is still relevant in groundwater protection

areas by consulting farmers on reducing the risk of

nitrogen immission to aquifers.

The presented investigation area is situated at the lower

Rhine Basin. It shows a catchment area of wells for the

public water supply. Despite of being a groundwater

protective area the groundwater is highly polluted by

nitrogen components, basically nitrate. The order to

examine was given by the chamber of agriculture.
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The assessment of the groundwater

vulnerability using the described method

leads to a distinct detection of those

sections of land that are highly at risk.

The next major step is the adaption of

the agricultural management in order to

reduce additional nitrate input in

accordance with the state of risk of the

land. For this purpose an investigation

scale of 1:5.000 is the most suitable. This

needs a high coverage of input data. At

present the ‘Hölting method’ is still

relevant. An appliance of the method in

the context of WFD-groundwater bodies

that are at risk may be expedient. For this

purpose surveillance maps in a smaller

scale should be adequate.

Conclusions, Outlook
By-products of this module-based method are

the above shown maps of seepage rate

(groundwater recharge) and a map of the

frequency of seepage exchange (and one of its

reciprocal values the resting time in soil).
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The finale result is the overall vulnerability map in

the sense of the Hölting method. The vulnerability

map uses the traffic light colours ranging from

very low risk (green) up to very high risk (red).

These maps were delivered as GIS-files for usage

by the consultants at the chamber of agriculture.
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